Nightscout Site Features

2-day context graph (scrollable)
Audible alarms
Current CGM glucose value
Log scale
mg/dL support
Predictor/forecasting from 640g
Predictor/forecasting-based alarms
Display MBG, treatments data if available
Single predictor line
Visible (color-coded) alert boxes
Chrome plugin (app-based uploader)
Configuration via "cloud" environment
variables (no more changing source code!)
Created update/upgrade process
Clock mode
Color display
Custom titles
Display trend/direction
DIY workflow created, no coding
required (deploy via "cloud")
Enable/test audio alarms
Mobile-friendly UI
mmol/L support (via server environment
or client)
"Night mode" (reduced contrast)
Pebble support
REST API with API SECRET (upload
method)
Toolbar added
Settings drawer
Stale data indicators
Support for more browsers (other than
Chrome)
Direct self-hosted SSL support
Introduced unit testing on every commit
Single predictor line becomes
predictor cone
SSL support via cloud
Time since last reading
Calibrations on graph
Care Portal (treatments)
Deploy to Heroku option added
Device status (battery)
Make SSL default when available
Pushover integration
REST API extended to support new data
types (e.g., MBG)
Synchronization status (icons)
Treatment notifications
Web configure tool
Alarms can be disabled via browser
settings
Alarm types (simple or predictive)
Care Portal backdating

Pre-versioned

Alpha
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(7)
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Nightscout Site Features
Pre-versioned
Care Portal pre-bolus
Delta (change from prior reading)
Snooze site alarms (30, 60, 90, or 120
minutes)
Visible graph lines (4) for custom
thresholds
Web update tool
3/6/12/24-hour focus graph options
Dexcom Share Bridge (sidecar)
Future data alert
Insulin-on-Board (IOB)
MQTT/protobuf support
Noise
Raw
Stale data alarms
Announcements (user-defined via Care
Portal)
Adjustable cone factor
Basal profile
Bolus Wizard Preview (BWP)
Cannula Age (CAGE)
Carbs-on-Board (COB)
Care Portal entries editable
Dexcom Share bridge (integrated)
IFTTT integration
Multiple languages (translations)
Plugin model for features (independently
enable plugins for site; control visibility
with on/off from browser)
Pushover alarms
Profile Editor
Reports
REST API debug support
REST API slice modal time of day
REST API supports DELETE
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